NOTIFICATION REGARDING THE PROPOSED END-SEMESTER EXAMINATIONS – SEPTEMBER 2020

Anna University is tentatively planning to conduct the Final semester terminal examinations for the Dec 2019 – April 2020 batch of UG and PG students in all disciplines during 22nd Sep - 29th Sep 2020.

The students can appear for the examination from their home using devices such as laptop/desktop/smart-phone/tablet with internet, camera and microphone facilities. The question paper will be of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) type.

A mock test will be arranged, possibly a week before or earlier to the commencement of the regular examinations to familiarize the students with the online examination pattern. Instructions to the Candidates will be published in the website of the University well before the date of the Mock Test.

The time-table and other details of the final semester examinations will be notified soon in the University website.

This plan of conduct of the examinations is subject to the approval of all the appropriate regulatory bodies, which we hope to secure soon.
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